
Adult assembly required.
CHOKING HAZARD This item contains small parts that have sharp edges 
and may be a choking hazard to children under 3 years old. 
Adults should take care when unpacking and assembling this item.
Keep children away during assembly.

BEFORE YOU BEGIN ASSEMBLY

PRE-ASSEMBLY

CARE INSTRUCTIONS

Please read all instructions before starting the assembly.
It is recommended that 2 people assemble this bed.
Save all packing materials until assembly is complete to avoid accidentally 
discarding smaller parts and hardware.
Assemble this furniture on a protective surface eg carpet in the room it will be 
used.
Assemble and use on a flat surface.
Please do not use power tools when constructing this piece of furniture. 

Wipe clean using a soft damp cloth followed by a dry cloth.
Do NOT use cleaning products which may contain ammonia, solvents or 
abrasive material.
Do NOT expose the furniture to extremes of heat and humidity.

Important: Keep these instructions for further use

If any components are missing or damaged, do not commence assembly and 
do not use the item. Please contact The Childrens Furniture Company on 0843 
289 2646 immediately.

PLEASE READ THE IMPORTANT NOTES ON PAGE 2 
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IMPORTANT- READ 
CAREFULLY-RETAIN FOR 
FUTURE REFERENCE

All assembly fastenings should be tightened properly and periodically checked, care 
should be taken that no fittings are loose.

This child's bed is designed to conform to with BS 8509:2008+A1:2011. 

This bed is suitable for a mattress size of 90cm (w) x 190cm (l).  
 
This bed is not designed to be dismantled for storage or transportation. 

Children are likely to play, bounce, jump, and climb on beds, therefore the bed 
should not be placed too close to other furniture or windows, blind cords, curtain 
pulls, or other strings and cords, and should be placed either tight to any wall or have 
a gap of at least 300mm between the wall and the side of the bed. 

Any additional or replacement parts should only be obtained from The Children's 
Furniture Company.

WARNING: Not suitable for children under the age of 4 years.

WARNING: Do not place this child's bed near heat sources, 
windows or other furniture.

WARNING: Do not use this bed if any part is broken or missing. 
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Carefully unwrap the parts 
and check the fittings

B640 M6 x 40mm

10 pieces

BF103 Demi lune washer 

4 pieces

BF104 M8 nut

4 pieces

BF105 M8 All thread 

4 pieces

Top hat bolt

6 pieces

BTH T101 4 mm Allen key 

1 piece

T103 Spanner

1 piece

Fittings  

Slats
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Headboard 

Footboard

Canopy rails 

Side rails 

Posts



Assemble the bed frame 

Ease the rail over steel
rod, insert the demi lune

washer just before pushing
the rail firmly into place 

BF103 Demi lune washer 

4 pieces

Screw steel all thread
into

central hole in head/foot
board leg

BF105 M8 All thread 

4 pieces

Gently thread nut onto
steel rod, and tighten

finger tight.

BF104 M8 nut

4 pieces
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1. Screw threaded rod (part BF105) 
into the central hole in the headboard 
post, gently slide rail in to place, 
inserting demi lune washer (part 
BF103) in place as you fit the rail. 
Secure finger tight with nut (part 
BF104)

3. Screw in the threaded rods 
(part BF 105) into both posts on 
the footboard, ease the rails 
into position, and secure using 
the Demi lune washer (part 
BF103) and the nut (part BF 
104)

2. Repeat with the second rail 



Fit the posts  

Fit the canopy rails  
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1. Gently screw the posts into the 
inserts set in the cap rail of the head 
and foot board. NB the shorter posts 
fit in headboard and the longer in the 
foot board

1. Place the first rail on top of the 
posts 

2. A second person should carefully 
place the next rail on top of the post 
and secure the first complete 'corner' 
with a bolt (part B640) threaded 
thought the holes in the top of rails 
and into the post 

3. Work your way around the bed until 
all 4 rails are secure 



Fit the Slats  

2. Secure the slats to the base using 
the top nut nut (part BTH) and the 
bolts (parts B640)

B640 M6 x 40mm

10 pieces

Top hat bolt

6 pieces

BTH

 Check all fittings are tight and periodically check 
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1. Unroll the slats ensuring that the 
webbing is face down , align the holes 
in the slats with those on the slat 
support rails 


